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THE HILBERT TRANSFORM AND MAXIMAL FUNCTION

FOR APPROXIMATELY HOMOGENEOUS CURVES

BY

DAVID A. WEINBERG

Abstract.    Let    %yf(x) = p.v./!,/(* -  y(/)) dt/t    and    Vtyf(x) =

suPi>*>o h~l So l/(* - Y('))l dt. It is proved that for / £ S(R"), the Schwartz

class, and for an approximately homogeneous curve y(t) e R", HOC^/I^ < C||/||2,

I|9R-T/Il2 < C||/||2.
A homogeneous curve is one which satisfies a differential equation y\{t) =

(A/t)y¡(l), 0 < t < oo, where A is a nonsingular matrix all of whose eigenvalues

have positive real part. An approximately homogeneous curve y(r) has the form

Ti(') + Ï2(')> where y2(') is a carefully specified "error", such that y!¡p is also

restricted fory = 2, . . . , n + 1. The approximately homogeneous curves generalize

the curves of standard type treated by Stein and Wainger.

I. Introduction. In this paper we shall be concerned with the following two

operators.

%J{x)=V.v.C f{x-y{t))^-
■'-00 *

and

9ïty/(*)=    sup   \[h\f(x-y(t))\dt,
0<A< 1   " •'O

where y is an appropriate curve in R" and / is in an appropriate space of functions.

%y is an analogue of the familiar Hilbert transform. It originally arose in the study

of parabolic partial differential equations. See [F]. If one suitably adapts Calderon's

method of rotations to the study of certain of these equations, then the radial part

of the integral essentially turns out to be the integral defining % . If it can be

shown that ?)lLy is a bounded operator (actually, only weak type is needed) then a

version of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus follows; namely

lim - f  f(x - y(0) dt = /(*)    a.e.

In the paper of Stein and Wainger [SW2], the following problem is posed on p.

1290: Fix p, 1 <p < oo. Determine the class of curves y for which there are Lp

results for % and 91L corresponding to y. I shall now sketch the history of work on

this problem. The first result was the L2 boundedness of % in the two-dimensional

case y(t) = (ta, tß). This was proved in  1966 by Fabes, who used complex
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integration. The difficulties of dealing with the saddle points in «-dimensions were

by-passed in 1970 by Stein and Wainger, who used Van der Corput's Lemma to

show that the multiplier m is bounded, where (9C /)"= mf. They did this for the

case y(/) = (/"',..., t"-). We now state

Van der Corput's Lemma. Let \dJf{t)/dtJ\ > À > 0 for some positive integral

value of j and b < / < d. If j = 1 assume in addition that f'{t) is monotonie. Then

\L
d cU)

a'/>
exp {//(/)} dt\

'b I

Nagel, Rivière, and Wainger proved in 1976 that % : Lp —> Lp is bounded for

1 <p < oo. In the same year, they proved the maximal theorem for the case

y(0 = (t, t2), i.e. that 9Ity: L" -> L" is bounded for 1 <p < oo. See [NRW2].

Whereas the classical maximal functions are controlled by covering lemmas, these

new maximal functions are controlled, at least partly, by the use of the Fourier

transform. In accordance with this new idea, Stein introduced the g-function in

1976 to prove that 9Hy: LP —> Lp is bounded for 1 <p < oo for homogeneous y.

See [SI]. Stein and Wainger proved in 1976 that <3Hy: V -*LP is bounded for

1 < p < oo, where y has nonzero curvature at 0 in the sense that

(y'(0), y"(0)> Y "(0). • • ■ } sPan the space that y lies in. Nagel and Wainger proved

in 1976 that %y: Lp -» Lp is bounded for \<p <§, where y is a curve in two

dimensions whose derivatives satisfy certain monotonicity conditions. See [NW].

This contrasts with the nonvanishing curvature condition because, for example, the

curve (t, tke~1'1) satisfies these monotonicity conditions, yet the derivatives at 0

span only the x-axis. In his thesis of 1980, Bill Nestlerode obtained results for %y

and 91L , where y satisfies a certain generalization of these monotonicity condi-

tions.

We now turn our attention to the curves considered in [SW2] since I will

consider a generalization of these curves in the main body of this paper. Stein and

Wainger consider two classes of curves-the homogeneous curves and the curves of

standard type. The former class is homogeneous with respect to some nonisotropic

dilations of the underlying R". The nonisotropic dilations form a one-parameter

family 5,, t > 0, of linear transformations of R" with the following properties:

(a) 8,8, = 8a, t,s>0,

(b) 5, = identity,

(c) S,(x) -> 0 as t -» 0, for any x 6 R".

It follows from these properties that 8,(x) = e\p(A In t)(x) for t > 0, for some real

matrix A all of whose eigenvalues have positive real part.

A curve y(0» í > 0, is homogeneous with respect to 8, if

y(ts) = 8,(s) fors, t > 0,

or equivalently, y(0 = 8,e, t > 0, where e is a fixed vector in R". Furthermore, y(0

is homogeneous with respect to 8, if and only if y'(0 = (^/0y(0- I" order to

develop a theory for %, it is necessary to assume y(0 = S_,(f), for / < 0, where/is

some vector in R", where the curves for positive t and the curve for negative t are

compatible in the sense that the linear space spanned by {y(0}(>o equals the linear

space spanned by {y(0},<o-
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Along with the dilations 8t, Stein and Wainger replace the Euclidean norm with a

norm function p(x), which is smooth and positive away from the origin and which

is homogeneous with respect to the dilations 8n i.e. p(8,x) = tp(x) for t > 0. p*(|)

will denote the norm function corresponding to the group 8* = exp(ln tA *). I shall

describe some of the relevant properties of p and 8t. For x =£ 0, there is a unique

vector w(x) such that x = 8p(x)w(x), where <w(x)> = 1. Here, < > is an ap-

propriate norm defined on p. 1255 of [SW2]. From p. 1254 of [SW2] we have 1-6:

For each x with |x| = 1

<Va' < \8,x\ <c2t"2   fori > 1,

and

cy"3 < |ó>| <c4ía"   fori < 1;

here c,, c2, c3, c4, a,, a2, a3, a4 are some positive constants. From p. 1255 of [SW2]

we have

Proposition 1-9. (i) p(8,x) = tp(x), t > 0;

(iv) c,|xf ' < p(x) < c2\x\a* if p(x) > 1 and c3\x\a> < p(x) < c4|x|a" // p(x) < 1;

where c,, c2, c3, c4, a,, a2, a3, a4 are some positive constants.

The other class of curves considered in [SW2] is the class of curves of standard

type. A curve y(0 is of standard type if y(0 = (Yi(0> • • • > Yn(0)> where y*(0 =

tJk/Jk!+ higher terms, with 1 < /, <j2 < ■ ■ ■ <jn. If y(t) is of standard type, then

we may associate to y the dilation group 8, and norm function p corresponding to

the matrix A = diag(y,, . . . ,j„). Thus, y is approximately homogeneous with

respect to diagonal matrices. In the main body of this paper, I wish to treat the

more general class of approximately homogeneous curves y(0 = Yi(0 + Y2(0.

where Yi(0 is a homogeneous curve corresponding to any real matrix A, all of

whose eigenvalues have positive real part, and where Y2W is a carefully specified

"error".

The methods used by Stein and Wainger to treat the curves of standard type do

not apply to the more general case of approximately homogeneous curves. Thus, a

new technique is required. In this paper, I will use this new technique to obtain a

priori L2 estimates for the Hilbert transform and maximal function.

This paper represents substantially the author's Ph.D. thesis at the University of

Wisconsin. I wish to thank Professor Stephen Wainger, my thesis advisor, for his

encouragement and many helpful suggestions.

II. A priori L2 estimates for the Hilbert transform associated to approximately

homogeneous curves. Let YiW be a homogeneous curve in R". Thus y\(t) =

(A/t)yx(t), where all eigenvalues of A have positive real part. We shall consider

approximately homogeneous curves y(0 = Yi(0 + Y2(0- Furthermore, we will im-

pose size restrictions on the derivatives of y2(0 of orders 2, . . ., n + 1. The errors

Y2(0 are most naturally described with respect to a basis for R" for which A is in

real canonical form.

We now describe the real canonical form of a matrix. See [CL]. Let A be an

n X n real matrix. Then there exists a real nonsingular matrix P such that

A = P~lAP  has   the   real   canonical   form   consisting  of   real   square   matrices
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A ,,..., Ak, Bx, . . . , Bm down the main diagonal. Each Aj has the form

0,

o, o,

02 02

02 02

0,     0,

E2    Sjj2 v2

where 02 is the 2x2 zero matrix, E2 is the 2x2 unit matrix, and

«.     -/?/

ßj      «,•

The Bj have the form

BJ =

1

0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

Aj corresponds to the eigenvalue pair a, ± iBJt while 5, corresponds to the eigen-

value Xj.

We will first prescribe the errors and prove the estimates for the case when A is

in real canonical form. We will then show that if A is not in real canonical form,

the estimates still hold, where the errors arise from a change of basis.

It will be convenient to refer to a parametrized version of our curves on the

interval (-oo, oo). A homogeneous curve on (-oo, oo) satisfies xp\ = A\px where

*Px(t) = y\(e'). Modulo constants, the components of \px corresponding to a block

Aj are

e^'(cos Bjt, sin Bjt, t cos Bjt, t sin Bjt, . . . , (r'//!)cos ß}t, (í'/7!)sm /?/).

This is proved by induction on the size of the block. The errors in each of these

components are assumed to be o{e(a> + t)'), e > 0. The errors in the derivatives of

these components of order 2, ...,« + 1 are also assumed to be o(e(a'+e)'). Modulo

constants, the components of \px corresponding to a block Bj are

e\l, t, . . . , tm/m\), \k > 0. This is proved by induction on the size of the block.

The errors \p2(t) in these components of \px and in the components of

xP\2\ . . . , xp\n + l) are assumed to be o(<?(**+e)'), e > 0.

For an approximately homogeneous curve y(t), which is two-sided in the sense

described in the introduction, set

dt
%,

f.i /(*) = ( fix-y{t))Ey
Je<\t\<.l I

for / G S, where S is the Schwartz class. We shall prove

Theorem 1. IIXF.l < c(y)||/||2.

Also, as e

c(y)||/||2..

•0, %el f converges in L   to an L function %f. Furthermore ||0C/||2 <
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Proof. We first assume that Yi does not lie in a proper subspace.

5Ç/(0 - ™e,,(l)/(£),
where mt ,(£) = /E<|,|<i exp(-2m'£ • y(0) dt/t. We must show that we>1(£) is uni-

formly bounded.

We shall require the following trigonometric estimate:

Theorem 2. Let y(t) = Yi(0 + Y2(0> where yx(t) is a homogeneous curve which

does not lie in an affine hyperplane of R". y2(t) is the error such that y2(e') = «i»2(0>

as described before. Then

\(dc*m-y{th))dt <     c    ,
\Jb p*(«jf€)

for some positive C and a, where C remains bounded as long as b and d remain in a

compact subinterval of (0, oo) and 0 < h < h0, where h0 may depend on (b, d).

Proof. By changing variables and integrating by parts, we see that it suffices to

prove

exp(/| • xp(t + h)) dtJ p*(mr
The idea of the proof is to use Van der Corput's Lemma and the fact that if

| • $\JXt) is large where i//, is homogeneous, then £ ■ i|/w(i) is still large enough,

where \p includes the error terms. Thus, the trigonometric estimate is the part of our

work which requires a restriction on the size of the errors in the derivatives, ip.jp,

j = 2, . . . , n + 1. We turn to the details.

We will use Van der Corput's Lemma to estimate the integral /f exp(//(/)) dt,

where /(/) = £ • \p(t + h). Stein and Wainger estimate an integral of this form for

f(t) = | • i^|(i + h), where ^, is a homogeneous curve. They use the derivatives of/

of orders 1, . . . , n. However, in order to apply Van der Corput's Lemma to/', it is

necessary to check that /' is monotonie. This seems to cause difficulties when ip

includes the error terms. In order to avoid these difficulties, I shall work with the

derivatives of/ of orders 2, . . . , n + 1. It turns out that since <//,(/) = Axj/^t), the

assumptions that y¡(t) not lie in any affine hyperplane and that yí(0 not he in any

affine hyperplane are equivalent. We first redo part of an argument for homoge-

neous curves in [SW2], replacing the derivatives of orders 1, . . . , n by the deriva-

tives of orders 2, . . . , n + 1. For the time being,/(i) = £ • \¡/x(t + h).

We note that/"(f) satisfies an nth order differential equation; for if 2"_0 CjXj is

the characteristic polynomial of A,

¿ cA/"(/)) = ¿ c,(£-^"(/)) = o.
y-o     dtJ j=o

Thus, if/"(/0) = • • • = fin+]\t0) = 0, then

r(to)-e = 0,...,^n+lXto)-ii = 0.

Thus, yty'('o) -1 = 0,..., Axp("\t0) • £ = 0. Thus,

,//(ioM*£ = 0, ...,^">(0- A*t-0.
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.'. \p'(t) • A*£ = 0. /. \p(t) ■ A*è, is constant, contradicting the assumption that y(t)

not lie in any affine hyperplane. Now, by a compactness argument, we have, under

the assumptions of Theorem 2,

djn+l

y-2 ^
(a! • *,(0) > cX,       c > 0,

for ||| = 1, X > 0, and a < / < ß. So Van der Corput's Lemma will prove

I f   exp(/X£ • «/,,(*)) dt
A,/„+>

if we can divide the interval (a, ß) into a uniformly bounded (in X and £) number

of subintervals in each of which a particular fixed one of the derivatives of orders

2, ..., n + 1 of X£ • \px(t) is larger than or equal to the others. We first assume that

none of the matrices A, A2, . . ., A" has 1 as an eigenvalue. Thus it suffices to

prove:

(i) The number of zeros of fu\t) - fk\t) is bounded for a < t < ß, 2 < / < k

< n + 1, and £ on the unit sphere.

Proof. If the number of zeros oîf°\t) — ßk\t) were not bounded, the argument

principle would give a £' ^ 0 such that f°\t) - f(k\t) = 0.

.-.C-AAKfim.? -A^t),
:.(A*JÍ' -A*ki')-^t) = Q.

.'. A*Ji' — A*ki' = 0 from the hypothesis of the theorem.

.■.A*(k-J)A*JÇ = A*JÇ.

Since A is nonsingular, A*J£' is an eigenvector of A*^k~J) with eigenvalue 1.

However, we are assuming Ak~J does not have 1 as an eigenvalue, giving us a

contradiction. This proves (i).

The result is obtained without the hypothesis on the eigenvalues of

A, A2, . . . , A " by changing variables.

Thus, we have proved that for \px homogeneous,

n + l

7 = 2 dtJ
c\t\.

Now £ • )//,(' + «) = £• 8e4x(t) = ô**£ • !//,(<)• Thus, it follows that

n+l

J = 2 dtJ

n + l

= S
y-2 dtJ

>c\8tt\>cx[p*(8!4)]T>

for a < t < ß (since for the purposes of the trigonometric estimate we may assume

pwö > o-
We will prove that for t|/(f) = «MO + W0. the ratio of |£ • ̂ (Ol/li ' ^(Ol is

small enough so that |£ • (^(O + ^(0)1 is still large if |£ • ̂ (Ol is large. More

precisely, we will show that if

|t •_#>(/ + h)\ >(C,/n)[pn^r
for a < / < ß, /¡ < «0, then

i^(0| xc^^rp^^ö]*'.
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We wish to show that

2 I* • WO + h)\
J = 2_

2 lí • Wit + h)\
j-2

■in+1

for a < t < ß, h < h0. Let

¥,(f + h) =

and

¥2(r + A) =

#','(/ + A) V'ú'í' + h)

^Ï+1)C + A)     *Í5+I>(' + A)

<r4',(< + A) </&(< + A)

tó+1)(í + A) érl\t + h)   ■■■

By the equivalence of norms on a finite dimensional space, it suffices to show that

|*,(f + A)l| " 2"+1 '

Let tj(/ + A) = ¥,(r + A)£. Then £ = ¥,l(i + A)r,(i + A),

|*2(; + A)£l ̂  j*2(r + A)^7'(f + h)v(t + h)\

\%(t + m ' \r,(t + h)\

< |*a(/ + h)%\t + A)|,

rxxe rX2e rXne

*,(/ + A) r2ne
p       a,(i + A)        p       a2(l + h) .   .
r2xe r22e

where Py(t) = 0(0- By Theorem 7.3, p. 28 in [CL], det *,(i + A) = CeittAX'+h\

*7'(r + A)

1

where Qi} = 0(/"2~").

*2(i + A) =

where IL, = 0(1).

n   e(«2+•■•+«»)('+«)    Q   e<£<2+ ' ' ' +a")(' + fl)

(7    g(«i+    • • +«.-iK' + A)      n    e(a,+ ■ ■ ■ +a„_,)(( + n)

Äiie(a, + «)(l + *)

^nle

»    eK + «)(' + «)
ln^

7?    e(«n + e)('+«)
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Sxxec(' + h)      ■ ■ ■      SXne'0+h)

%*-x\t + A) =

where StJ = 0(t"2-").

\*2%l\ < l/2" + 1    fora < t < ß, h < h0,

where A0 is sufficiently small. This proves that

\j   exp(/£ • xp(t + A)) dt
p*my

and completes the proof of Theorem 2.

We now divide the integral for me ,(£) into t < l/p*(£) and t > l/p*(£). Thus,

for t0 sufficiently small,

/|<i/p*(í)
l'l<'o

f exp(i¿ • y(0) y  < f |exp(/£ • y(t)) - 1| ̂

l'l«o

</ |{-t(0It•Vi<i/p'(í) '
l'l<»o

< f (|€-Yi(0|+|€-Y2(0|)^
l'l<'o

Now, by changing variables and using homogeneity,

dt
f l*'Tri(<)|i?<C.

So consider /|,|<i/p.(i);|,|<,0|£ • y2(^)| dt/\t\. We are now entering the part of the

proof which requires the size restriction on the "error term" in the curve itself,

Y2(0-

J\t\<\/p'(0 \t\      -/|/|<i/p*(i) I'l

¿s
151

<cf
J\S\<1

5p*(£)Y2\p'(i)J
dS_

151

Consider ôay2('/a) for X > 1. 8X = eAlnX. If A is in real canonical form with

blocks Aj and Bj, then e'4' has blocks of the following form.
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Corresponding to the Aj we have

cos ßt -sin ßt
0

sin ßt cos ßt

t cos ßt -t sin ßt      cos ßt    -sin ßt

t sin ßt t cos ßt       sin /?i     cos ßt

t2 t2
— cos ßt - — sin /?;

t2 t2
■rr sin /?r — COS ßt

and corresponding to the Bj we have

0      0
1

"T7 t
t

2!

t   i!
3!       2!

0

1

Thus, a typical coordinate of 8xy2(t/X) looks like

where 4» = 0((ln X)").  .'. since

|Sa + eO((ln X)")|

dL = •rfa»

/•'is <|S|<1
Xe|5| dS < oo    fora > 0, X > 1,

we have that for p*(£) > 1, |r| < t0,

i,<.V<i)Y2(^))

<¿S
< C.

Now let rj be a small number depending on y> and let t0 be a small number

depending on y and tj. Then if 1 < a < ß < 2a,

f exp(/£.Y(0)-    =   ( e*p(W^))-
•/«/p'(Í)<l'l</í/p*(í) ' •/l<|f|</8/a V \P(£)//     '

M <'<*>*(£)/«
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if i? is sufficiently small and t0 is sufficiently small (since a/p*(í,) < /0). Adding the

terms shows |we,o(£)| < c(y). Having fixed /0,

[ exp(i£ • y(/)) — < c.

The proof when Yi lies in a proper subspace is completed as in [SW2] at the bottom

of p. 1262.

We  now show  that  it  suffices  to consider A   in  real  canonical  form.  Let

A = P~lAP be in real canonical form.

Y.(0 = e.   0A\nf

.4 In/—* P~lAPlnt~*
w0 = e W,   - p-le/(ln,p^oYi(') ~ e        " o ~ *- "o

Choose   vv0 such that i>vv0 = e„, Then PfiiO = eAln'v0 = Yi(0- We also let

y2(/) = Py2{t), where y2(0 is a suitable error for y,(0- Then

f exp(/£ • y(0) y = / exp(/£ • />f(0) y

= J exp(//>*£• y(0) "f,
and

dt
f cxP(iP*t • y(0) y

p*(^)°
But p*(P*£) > C,|JP*||a' > C,(C2|£|)a' > C,C2a'C3p*(£)a'a2 provided that p*(/>*£) >

1 and p*(£) > 1.

dt
j exp(/£ • y(0) —

P*«)*

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

III. A priori L2 estimates for the maximal function associated to approximately

homogeneous curves. Let y(0 be an approximately homogeneous curve defined for

t > 0. For / in S we set

9lt/(x)=    sup   \\[hf(x-y(t))dt.
l>h>0 " Ko

Theorem 3. ||9H/||2<c(y)||/||2.

As in [SW2] this theorem will be proved by obtaining estimates for appropriate g

functions. We set

1   rïh
N^x) = ~hí   Äx-y(t))dt.

Let <p be a C0°° function with <p(0) = 1, and q>h(x) = (det áA)"1<p(SA"1x), for the

appropriate dilation group. If y(0 is approximately homogeneous and/is in S, we

define

g2f(x)=foi^-\NJ(x)-cph*f(x)\2.
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Here the underlying group of dilations is that associated with the homogeneous

curve Yi(0, where y(t) = yx(t) + y2(t).

Theorem 4. If y(t) is approximately homogeneous, then ||g(/)||2 < c(y)||/||2.

The proof that Theorem 4 implies Theorem 3 is exactly the same as the argument

in [SW2] on p. 1265.

Proof of Theorem 4.

U(/)I = /otII^)-%*/W

Now   (<ph */)"(£) = <p(S*£)/(£),   and   a   simple   calculation   shows   (NJ)'^) =

"*/,(£)/(£), where

1    r2h /-2
,(£) = -h )h    exp(-¿£ • y(0) dt = J|  exp(-/£ • y(th)) dt.mh

Thus,

\\g{f)\\\=j\M)\2p\rnh{t) - «p(S*£)|2 y di
■'o

Hence, it suffices to show that

Jo'K(0 - Wi)|2 y < C. (M-l)

In the integral (M-l) only the part where A is small is critical. If we divide that part

into two further parts (where A < l/p*(£), and A > l/p*(£)), we see that (M-l)

follows from the four estimates

|1 - m„(£)| < C\8ftf, (M-2)

|l-.p(5*£)|<C|5A*£r, (M-3)

|<p(aA*£)| < C|«JÉr, (M-4)

K(|)| < C|SA*£r, (M-5)

for small A and some a, t > 0. (M-3) and (M-4) are easy. (M-5) follows from the

trigonometric estimate proved in §11. Here is the argument for (M-2): By an

argument similar to the one at the end of §11, we may assume that A is in real

canonical form, where y'x(t) = Ayx(t)/t.

|1 - mh{t)\ = 11 - f2 exp(-/£ • y{th)) dt\ = I f \ - exp(-/£ • y(th)) dt
J\ I       l-M

-2 , ,     ^. Z-2

< f |1 - exp(-(£ • y(íA))| dt < f |£ • y(/A)| dt
jx jx

< (2\t-yx{th)\+\ï-y2{th)\dt.
J 1
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Now

f2|£ • yx(th)\ dt = (2|£ • 8hyx(t)\ dt

= C\8*í-yx{t)\dt<C\8*Í\,

\i-y2{,th)\dt=\    \8;.(()w*(0-y2(t)\dt
J h

rlh

= f   \**(Í)-8p.í&y2(t)\dt

••<«^(p4))2«P*(Í)rlh

•V(i) w*(l) • «,
dS

p*(€)

(obtained by changing variables: t = S/p*(£))

<c(2h™ *(£)V2( P*«) )
¿/S

P*(ö '

A typical coordinate of Sp.(t)y2(S/p*(ö) looks like (p*(£))a(5/p*(£))°+Va, where

¿a = 0((ln p*(£))n).   .'.the latter integral

< C
/

2„p.(i)     5" + ya

Ap'(i)      (P*(I))E
J5

< c-
(p*(l))£

2«P*(f)

«p*(0

<cA1+e(Ap*(£)r,

and since A < 1, (M-2) is proved. This completes the proof of Theorem 4, and

hence of Theorem 3.
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